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SETTING UP 

Set up the PSP™ system according to the instructions in its 

instruction manual. Turn the PSP™ system on and the POWER 

indicator will light up green. The Home Menu will be displayed. Press 

the OPEN latch to open the disc cover. Insert the CRISIS CORE© 

• FINAL FANTASY© VII - disc with the label side facing the rear of the 

PSP™ system arid then securely close the disc cover. 

Select, the M icon from the Home Menu and then select the ® loon, 

An imago of the software will be displayed. Select the image and press 

the © button to commence loading. 

PLEASE NOTE: the information io this manual was correct at the time, 

of going to print, but some minor changes may have been made late in 

the product's development. All screenshots for this manual have bee!| 

taken from pre-completion screens that may differ slightly from thosf 

in the finished product. 

Memory Stick Duo™ 
To save game settings and progress, insert a Memory Stick Duo™1 
into the Memory Stick Duo™ slot of the PSP™ system. Saved game 
data can be loaded from the same Memory Stick Duo™ or any 
Memory Stick Duo™ containing previously saved game data. Make 
sure there is enough free space on your Memory Stick Duo™ before 

commencing play. 

WIRELESS lWLAN] FEATURES 

Software titles that support Wireless (WLAN! functionality allow the 

user to communicate with other PSP™ systems* download da to and 

compete against oilier users via connection m a Wifeless Luca? Area 

Network IWLAN). 

AD HOC Mode 
Ad Hoc Mode is 3 Wireless jWLANl feature that allows 

two or more individual PSP™ systems to communicate 

IBMffl directly with each other 

Game Sharing 
Some software titles feature Game Sharing facilities which 

enable the user to share specific game features with other 

users who do not have a PSP™1 Game in their PSP™ 

system. 

Infrastructure Mode 
Infrastructure Mode is a Wireless [WLAMJ feature that 

allows the PSPtM system to link to a network via a 

Wireless tWLAM Access Point ta device used to connect 

to a Wireless network] In order to access Intrastmcture 

Mode features, several additional items are required, 

including a gubgcription to an Internet Service Provider, a 

network device te g- a Wireless ADSL Router!, a Wireless 

[WLAN] Access Point and a PC. For further information 

and setting up details, please refer to the PSP™ system 

1 instruction Manual 
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STORY & CHARACTERS 

Seven years prior to the events of FINAL FANTASY VII. 

The Shi ore Company is rapidly increasing its influence through its 

monopoly on make energy and military might. With the burgeoning city 

of Mid gar as its base and symbol of prosperity: Shinra is on the verge 

of establishing absolute dominance over the world. 

SOLDIER is a group of skilled combat operatives within Shinra. The 

elite within the group - those strong enough to be deemed SOLDIER 

1 st Glass - are respected and idolised by the citizenry. Zack is a young 

SOLDIER 2nd Class who aspires to become a 1 st. He spends his days 

carrying out assignments under the guidance of his 1 st Class mentor. 

Angeal. 

During an operation in Wutai, a large number of SOLDIER members, 

led by SOLDIER 1 st Class Genesis, go missing. The severity of the 

situation prompts Shinra executives to deploy even more SOLDIER 

operatives in hopes of bringing an end to the war with Wutai ■ and 

conducting an investigation into the mass desertion. The ones 

assigned to the mission are Zack. Angeal, and the 1st Class hero who 

is known the world over as Sephiroth... 

What truths lie behind Genesis's disappearance? 

What secrets bind the three SOLDIER 1st Class operatives? 

For Zack, a cruel and fateful struggle awaits, 
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Sephiroth 
The greatest SOLDIER 1st Class, j 

whose name is known 

all over the world, Sephiroth 

possesses superhuman powers 4 
that enable him to execute 

missions with absolute perfection, 

though he is never one to express 

his feelings, there seem to be 

moments when he opens up to 

Angeol, Genesis, and Zack. 

SOLDIER 1 st Class, often seen in 

action together with Zack. Stoic 

and morally straight as an arrow, 

Angeal is good friends with fellow 

1st Classes Sephiroth and 

Genesis, For some reason, he 

hardly ever uses his giant Buster 

Sword in battle. 

Aerith 
A girl who grows flowers in the slums, 

Aerith is descendent of the Ancients, i 

people thought to possess the power 

to converse with the planet. She is 

under constant surveillance by the 

Shinra Company 

Genesis 
SOLDIER 1 st Class in the Shinra 

Company. Genesis is a devotee 

of literature, especially the epic 

poem LOVELESS . While friends 

with Angeol and Sephiroth, he 

also regards Sephiroth as his 

rival. He goes missing m action 

during an operation in Wutai. 



CONTROLS 

PSP™ [PlayStation® Portable) 

This section details the game controls. For details 

on controls during battle, please see pages 19-21. 

Same actions are only available in certain screens. Controls in the field 

are shown in text. Controls in the battle screen are shown in 

text. Other general controls are shown in yet law text. 

(■> button 
Show, zone map 

MM button 
Rotate camera 

Select command 

Directional buttons button 
Rotate earners 

Select command Select 

Scroll zone map 

© button 

® button 

Cancel 

Advance text 

Select Attack command 

© button 

Confirm 

Talk / Examine 

Advance text 

aiTtmand 

Analog stick 
\^y' button 

Pause 
^^7 button 

Quit game 
<^2? button 

Application Reset 

Press and hold the WBM. KM. and buttons simultaneously to 

reset the game and return to the title screen. 
Save data can be deleted only at save paints and other certain points 

during the story Ep. 141. 



GETTING STARTED 
During the opening movie, press the ") t ©, ®, ©♦ or ® 

buttons to show the title menu. 

Brittle Screen p. 10-23 

Advancing the Story 
Move Zack in the field screen in order to gather information and 

advance the story. Encounters with enemies will take you into the 

battle screen. Use the main menu to make adjustments to your 

equipment and use items, 

Field ScreEn p 16-17 | 

NEW GAME 

LOAD GAME 

Select the data to load. This will continue the game from where you 

left. off. 

Tl ie fefrf screen enfifclas v1^ 

mtwe thrill arams mid 
iHUiunH Von car, talk to ueepta 

ta gather rrlnrm&Jnn 

Main Mcim p 2d-33 

Saving Data 

You can save your progress I 

at any save point or at I ^ 

certain points during the 

story Before yon start the yjk 

game, make sure to have a t ; 

Memory Stick Duo™ with at 

least 256KB of free space y 
inserted into the Memory 

Stick Duo™ slot. When Save Point 

saving at a save point, enter 

the save point and press the © button. Then select a hie in which 

to save your data. To delete data press the botton at the 

save point and select the Me to delete. 

This will start the game from the 

beginning of the story. You can also 

select the overall difficulty of the game 

(Normal Mode or Hard Mode). Please 

note that once a difficulty mode is 

selected here, it cannot be changed 

during gameplay. 



FIELD SCREEN 
Tire field screen allows you to move Zack through a variety of 

environments and advance the story. 

FIELD SCREEN OVERVIEW TALK/EXAM I IMF 

Use the directional buttons or the analog stick to control Zack. You oar 

Approach the chest and This shows She action, 

press the @ button to obtain such as “Talk" or 

the item within ‘Examine-, available to you 

at specific locations 

Crossing this threshold This displays lire name of 

takes you to the next zone. the next zone. 

Red lines indicate that you 

cannot enter 

11When an available action is displayed, such as when Zack is near 

people or doorways, press the © button to take that action. Pres 

© button to advance the text. 



BATTLE SCREEN - 
SCREEN OVERVIEW 

& BASIE RULES 

When you encounter enemies in the field, or an event leads to battle, the 

resulting fight will take place in the battle screen. This section explains the 
information on the screen and the basic rules of battle. 

Limit Gauge 

Target Name 

Current / Max HP [p, £51 

This indicates which eramy 

Zack is kicked on to, 

When lack's HP reaches zero, the 

game ends, ancl the game will 

return to the title screen 



Zack may attack a locked target using his suuord and/or magic, 

Zack will automatically lock on to the enemy he is facing, 

GUARD t® BUTTON] 
ILJIHH HliNAL BUTTONS / ANALOG 5TlLh| 

Use the directional buttons or the 

analog stick to move Zack. 

Press the © button to guard against 

enemy attacks and reduce damage 

received. Guarding costs AP, and 

when AP reaches zero, Zack will he 

unable to guard. 

ni BuriUNj 
BUTTONS / EXECUTE: © BUTTON) 

Press the © button to execute 

"Attack11, Dr any other selected 

command. Use the — mid WM 

buttons to select a command. 

Pressing the ® button will default to 

the "Attack" command. 

t Press the ® button to evade enemy 

attacks at the cost of AP. Use in 

?f conjunction with the directional 

S buttons or the analog stick to evade 

h] in any direction. 

(MOVE OUTWAHn FROM THE BATTLEFIELD] 

11 Continue moving outward from the 

battlefield to escape from a battle, 

i' However, some battles, including 

boss battles, may not allow Zack 

to escape. Command Types 

Attack Zack uses hrs sword to execute physical attacks 

Msterra Equipped materis enables Zack to use magic suet as Thunder' 

end "Cure" as well bs &pocia: attack skills such as "Assault 

Twister' The materia name is displayed as the command 

Items Items m Zack's possessor can be used during bettle. After 

selecting "Item", use the ■■ and MM buttons to seted't £ 

specific item. Press the © button to confirm your selection 



Matching 

characters 
Activate a limit break that corresponds 

with the character shown in the panels. 

Matching 
numbers 

Level up Zack or his equipped materia. 

The DMW can activate special effects during battle. Zack's 

status may also change as a result of enemy attacks. 

DMW (DIGITAL MIND WAVE) 

During battles, certain attacks and DMW effects can cause status 

changes. Some changes are beneficial, while others [status ailments] 

are not. Most status ailments can be healed through the use of items 

such as remedies and elixirs, 

The DMW is a slot-reel system 

that continues to spin and stop 

during battle by expending BP. 

Matching numbers or character 

panels can activate a variety of 

special effects, such as Invincible' 

and "No MP Cost". 

Status changes that are not cancelled aver time 

The DMW cannot be manually controlled by the player. 

The DMW may not spin or activate effects if SP is 

insufficient. 

Status changes that are cancelled over time 

The limit, gauge monitors DMW . _ . . 

status. It fluctuates between five 

levels (from LOW to HEAVENLYI 

depending on Zack's emotional UM1T ►► NORMAL 

state and DMW results A higher gauge level increases the chances of 

a limit verge 

Limit Verge 

When the left and right slots have 

matching character panels, the 

screen changes to show a limit 

verge. Matching character panels 

or numbers at this screen can 

activate different effects. 

Poison Gradually drains HP at regular intervals 
SilencQ Prevents use of magic 

Curse Prevents DMW notflUiiii. 

Raise FLilly recovers HP from incapHLiEdt-mi. 

Stun Temporarily prwentK sctim am: crnmmi'd input Pressing 
buttons repeatedly ran help y-uu snap out nl it faster 

Endure Prevents failing from received damage 

Stop Temporarily halts the flaw ut tune. 

Barrier Halves damage from physical attack:;. 

M Barrier Helves damage from bU.bcI; speils 

Regen Gradually recovers HP m. regular intervals. 

Null Physical Nulki damage h’ron plural attacks 

Null Magic Nulls damage from magic attacks 

invincible Nulls ail damage 

No MP Cast I Steps magic-related materia from exporting MP 

No AP Cost Stops defensive actions arid aut.inn related rrmi.rriM iV i irn 
expending AP 

Critical AH attacks become critical hits. _j 



MAIM MENU 
SCREEN 

OVERVIEW 

Press the © button while in the field screen to open the main 

menu, where you can check lack's status and access menu items- 

Displays Zeok's status. Any 

ailments will also be 

shawn here. 

Displays the name af 

yaur current location. 

Displays haw long you have 

bean playing the game 

The character? that appear in thr: 

□MW ere shown here. A larger 

number under tine panel indicates b 

better chance of getting a match. 

Maximum HP, WIP, and AP 

Same DMW effects during battle increase the current values Df 

HR MR and AP. An increase can sometimes lead to a status 

break, where the current value exceeds the maximum value. The 

increased value is retained even after battle. 

Sort and use items. 

Equip matBria end accessories 

Chenk DMW statistics 

Participate in missions. 

Pesd messages receive 

Shop for goads online. 

[sp 

[ HP 

? ~y\' 

I MP 

I AP 

I ATK 

1 vrr 
1 MAG 

I SPR 

1 LCK 



Select the "Items'' and “Equipment” submenus to prepare Zack 

fur battle by using items and equipping him with materia, 
MAIN MENU - 

ITEMS 

ITEMS / 

EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 

You can use or sort items in 

your possession 

You can equip or unequip materia 

and accessories in your possession 

Press the © button to check 

the abilities granted by the 

selected equipment. 

First, select the slot in which to place 

the materia or accessory- Then 

choose the materia or accessory to 

equip, Materia that are usable in 

battle become materia commands 

on the battle screen Ip. 20). 

Select, either "Auto" or 'Manual" to 

sort your items. 

Auto Sort items automatically, 

Manual You cen sort items according to your preference. First, (house 1 
1 Lhti item to mow®* arid then dhnosft where you want the item 

to qti. 

You can change the. order of equipped materia or accessories by 

choosing whet to move, and then selecting where you want it. to go 

The order of materia here will be reflected in the battle screen's 

materia commands. 

Select the materia or accessory to unequip. Then press the © button 

to confirm your selection. 

This allows the system to automatically choose from materia and 

accessories in your possession for the best possible equipment based 

on offence (physical attack}, magic (attack spells), or defence. 



MAIN MENU - 

MATERIA 

MATERIA / 

MATERIA FUSION 

Select the “Materia" and "Materia Fusion” 

submenus to use and fuse materia. 

Select "Auto" to let the system sort your materia, or "Manuel" to sort 

them yourself [p, 261 

Materia can be converted to SP. Move the cursor to highlight a 

materia, end check the upper left of the scneen to see how much SP it 

is worth. Press the © button to proceed with the conversion. Once 

materia is converted to SR it cannot be returned to its original form. 

Select the two materia to be fused. 

Use the ill button to undo a 

selection. Yau will net be able to 

select equipped materia. Upon 

selecting "FUSE", you will see a 

confirmation screen that displays the -• 

resulting materia and the necessary j 

SP cost. Select "Yes" to proceed with 

the fusion. Keep in mind that the two original matena will be lost once 

they are fused. 

Try Fusing a Variety of Materia 

Different combinations of materia 

yield different results. Fusing pH| 

together h igh - q u ahty mate ri s may S|jg 
produce something even more 

powerful Later an in the story, *- 

obtaining the Item Fusion Tome 

enables fusing items with materia * 

for a wider variety of results! 



MAIN MENU - 
DMW / 
17/55/OV5 

□MW 

Select the “DMWT submenu to check DMW information (p. 22J. 

Select the “Missions" submenu to participate in missions. 

MISSIONS 

Zack can accept a wide variety of 

missions - and can obtain useful 

items by clearing them To activate 

missions, you must first register 

Zack at the mission board inside the IShinra Building. Once registered, you 

can enter any save point fp 14] and 

Dpen the main menu to select the 

B 

You can check the kinds of DMW that 

can be activated during battle, and 

the pregress thow much of the 

scenes you have viewed so far) with 

each DMW character. Press the © 

button to check the number of limit 

breaks that have been activated sp 

tar with each character. 

‘Missions" submenu. 

You will gain more DMW characters 

as you progress through the sto^y 

and meet new characters or certain 

conditions- When a character is 

added, a silhouette is replaced with 

an image of the 

character, and a 

new limit break I 

is learned. 

When you select "Missions', the 

screen will show the missions that 

are currently available. Select one to 

read its description, and then select 

"Yes" to start the mission 

ABORTING MISSIONS AND END BE MISSION 

To quit in the middle of a mission, 

keep moving towards a no-entry line 

to exit the area, or select "Missions' 

from the mam menu. IF Zack is 

incapacitated during a mission, he 

will be returned to the save point 

Where he first accepted the mission 



MAIN MENU MAIL / 

SHOPS 
The "Mail” and "Shops" submenus are available 

anytime you open the main menu. 

MAIL 

You can read mail through the "Mail" 

submenu. Mail is sorted by category 

in folders such as "SOLDIER" and 

"Shinra News'. Select the folder and 

mail to check past correspondences. 

* Tutorial contents are also stored 

in a folder. If you have any 

remaining questions about the 

game, be sure to check here first. 

SHOPS 

You can buy items from shops, or sell 

items in your possession. Select one 

shop at Q time to shop from. Your 

« ..-.Selection of shops will grow as the 

story progresses, or as a reward for 

completing missions. 

r «-**“»** 

kdil' t’ | 

[ 1 
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( BUYING ITEMS 3 

(MEW MAIL - ) 

Whenever you get new mail, a mail icon appears in the tap right of the 

field screen. Select "Mail" in the main menu to see the subjects of the 

new mail in your Inbox. Select a subject to read the mail's contents. 

To buy an item, select "Buy", and than select the item and determine 

how many you want to purchase, Use the directional buttons or the 

analog stick to set the units; left and right will adjust units by one, 

while up and down will adjust units by ten. 

_A raiBi 

□nee read, the mail is automatically stored in the appropriate folder. 

* When a new mail belongs to a new category, 

;i nevu folder is created. 



HINTS Here are some hints that may he useful while 

playing CRISIS CORE - FINAL FANTASY VII 

TIMING I% CRITICAL KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR 5P 

Optimal timing when controlling Zack and entering commands can 

sway the advantage your way in battle. You can chain attacks through 

swift command selection. When the enemy attacks, you can guard, 

evade, or otherwise avoid damage with a deft move. And when the 

enemy uses magic, the skill name is shown at the top centre of the 

screen, giving you a split second to judge the best way to evade the 

attack spell. 

When you see 

the enemy’s 

skill name... 

■ bet the word dm the street 

Be ready 

to evade 

quickly! 

Because the DMW can activate 

various effects that can give you the 

upper hand, such as attacking 

multiple enemies or boosting Zack's 

Status, it is important to have plenty 

of SP to keep the DMW rotating at 

alh times. The longer the battle, the 

more the DMW spins, which expends 

more SP. Before fighting a tough enemy Dr after expending a large 

number of SP, check on the remaining SP and replenish if necessary. 

SP is earned by defeating enemies, but you can also convert materia 

to SP fp. 26], 

EQUIP YOURSELF APPROPRIATELY GO DIM MISSIONS TP HUNT FOR TREASURE! 

Some enemies are skilled in fire 

based attacks, while others are 

skilled In thunder based attacks. 

Fighting fire-based enemies with 

i:Firaga::, for instance, would not be 

particularly affective. When you know 

the characteristics of the enemies 

you ore facing in any area, you should 

make adjustments to your equipment accordingly. 

There are many types of missions, 

crime of which may offer rare materia 

or valuable items. Whenever a new 

mission is added, be sure to take a 

^ok at its description. 


